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Identity
The fact of being who or what a person or thing is:

Ideals
Conforming to a standard of perfection or excellence; perfect or highly satisfactory.

1. Your Identity is one of the most important powers we have that determines our actions. 
Do you have a positive self view?

2. Do you have a clear understanding of your personal skills & ability?

3. Do you define yourself by your position or career?

4. Is there a possibility of codependency in any relationship that might impact your identity?

5. Are you living a life true to yourself? 

6. Do you have a clear vision of how you see your future?

7. Do you understand your most intimate needs and greatest fears?

8. Have your desires, goals & ambitions been established?

9. Do you take personal responsibility of your beliefs & views to enhance your identity?

1. Perfection is obviously not the goal. However, do you have a clear vision of whom and 
what you hope to become?

2. In your current situation are you living up to your personal ideals?

3. Have you realized your full potential?

4. Do you possess the character traits necessary to live a life of your ideals?

5. Have you identified your behavior deficiencies that are keeping you from living up to 
your standards and ideals? 
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1. Are your physical and emotional needs being met?

2. Are your basic financial needs being met?

3. Do your overall needs and ideals align with your goals? 

4. Do you feel as though your needs and wants are over ambitious?

5. Could you do a better job conveying your needs to others?

6. Do you find yourself denying your own personal needs and wants to avoid conflict?

7. Do you find that you're preoccupied with your own needs more than others needs?

Needs:
Needs can be objective and physical, such as food or they can be subjective and psychological, 
such as the need for self-esteem. 

1. Do you consider yourself relational?

2. Are you looked at as a giver in most relationships? 

3. Healthy relationships are based on a common value system. Are you living out your values?

4. We resolve conflict in relationships by agreeing on our values. Are you willing to be 
open minded? 

5. Do you strive to be in meaningful relationships?

6. Do you consider yourself a person that is easy to approach?

7. Is it difficult for you to communicate to others what you desire out of a relationship?

8. Are you currently breaching any boundaries in relationships that could potentially be 
harmful to your future?

Relationships:
The way in which two or more concepts, objects, or people are connected, or the state of being 
connected.
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1. Would you consider your present occupation to be your best choice?

2. Are you challenged, encouraged and fulfilled by your work?

3. Do you define yourself by your job description?

4. Are you reaching your full potential in your work?

5. Would you change career paths today, if you had the opportunity?

Career
An occupation undertaken for a significant period of a person's life and with opportunities 
for progress.

Businessman and Life Coach, Aaron T. 
Walker, has inspired many through his 
leadership, mentorship and consistent 
pursuit of excellences.  He enjoys 
helping other men.  Aaron draws upon 
his 35 years of entrepreneurship and 
marriage to help men live on purpose. 
Aaron helps men grow to become 
more successful and significant. 
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